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INTRODUCTION

Kloud Password Manager is a product of Kloudynet Technologies developed as a 
Microsoft Teams application to manage password access within various levels of 

administration within an organisation.
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Microsoft Teams Kloud Password Manager

Teams' app



CHARACTERS
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Daniela Mandera / User without admin access

Aaron Brooke / Approver

Gloria Mason / Account admin

Alex Walton / Requester
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Aaron Brooke / Approver

Aaron is a user with admin access.

He can create requests, view password generated for the requested system/software 

when the request is Approved.

He can approve/reject requests for other users, revoke user's access to a 

system/software based on the situation and rotate the password immediately.



User receives a welcome message from the bot when he opens the Kloud Password Manager app and prompts him to sign in.
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Creating a new request
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Creating a new request
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Accessing password for approved request
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Accessing password for approved request
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Accessing password for approved request
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Accessing password for approved request
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Approving/Reject ing requests for other users
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View pending requests' details
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Approving/Rejecting the requests for other users
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View approved requests' details
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Revoke access for the user
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Rotate the password for the associated system/software so that the revoked user can no longer have access using an old password
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Daniela Mandera / User 

Daniela is a user without any admin access.

She can create requests and view the password generated for the requested 

system/software when request is Approved.



User receives a welcome message from the bot when she opens the Kloud Password Manager app and prompts her to sign in.
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'Requests' tab shows all the access requests created by Daniela.
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'Approvals' tab does not show any requests from other users listed, as Daniela doesn not have admin access
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Gloria Mason / Account admin

Gloria is an Account Administrator who controls the activities related to 

the Account assigned to her.

An Account is a system/software which needs access control defined by a 

workflow within an organisation. Example: Local Admin Password, Azure, MS365

Workflow defines the various levels of approvals and admins assigned at each 

level. Example of a workflow:



'Accounts' tab has a list of all the accounts created for a given organisation
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Viewing details of the account
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Gloria can additionally view the entity list. In case of Local Admin Password System, she is able to view a list of machines.
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Entity list shows the list of machines associated with Local Admin Password Sytem. 
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Details of each machine can be viewed separately along with the history of actions taken on the corresponding machine and the users associated with this machine
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'Workflows' tab has details of all the various workflows created and the account linked to each workflow.
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Gloria can create new workflows by adding admins/groups within an approval level. She can also link multiple accounts to a workflow.
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Dashboard for all the reports generated can be viewed and downloaded in various formats.
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Functionalities of the Product Admin 

at Kloudynet.



Enable new account option is available for product admins at Kloudynet to custom create new account for clients.
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Adding details to enable a new account for clients as per their requirements
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Bot Functionalities



Chat messages can be sent to the bot with key words to create an access request.
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When a request has been created successfully, bot can be used to send notifications to the user and the user can take direct actions from the adaptive card.
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When a new request is created, admins in the first level of approval get notified through bot. Admin can directly take actions from the adaptive card.
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When an admin takes action on the request (approve/reject the request), the user gets notified through a bot.
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Admins can view the requests pending for their approval by sending a message to the bot.
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Approvers > Bot > View request
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Account admin > Bot > View request
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Account admin > Bot > View devices(LAPS)
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Account admin > Bot > View device details
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